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ease of use and higher quality output and performance.
Histogram equalization method is by recapping image’s level
of gray according to the input gray level probability
distribution [2].

Abstract

The use of digital images is increasing because of the
advantages possessed by digital images, among others, in the
picture, reproduce images, image processing and others. But
not all digital images have a visual appearance that satisfies
the human eye. Dissatisfaction can arise due to noise, lack of
illumination quality in the images where it either too dark or
too bright. So we need methods to enhance the quality of
digital images. To enhance the image quality from the red
color side we can give care to the histogram. The treatment
referred to in this article is an image equalization histogram at
the gray level (grayscale). A good picture histogram when it
involves all possible levels or levels on a gray level. Of course
the goal to be able to display the detail on the image for easy
observation. One method to improve digital images is to use
the equalization of histogram method, where the level or gray
in the image can the spread evenly across all levels of gray.

However, it is well known that traditional HE methods suffer
of the following deficiencies [3]:
1) Has no mechanism that adjusts the rate of
improvement and sometimes it can’t reach a balance
on many aspect of the image, for example, the
balance between image detail and the background.
2) Sometimes causing an increasing level of noise,
undesirable visual artifacts like clipping or level
saturation, over enhancement, and imbalance
between many aspects.
3) May changes a lot of things, and can dramatically
affect the image, like different average of
illumination from the image with the result.

Keywords: image processing, histogram equalization, digital
image

Due to the side effect pointed above, equalization of
histogram become rarely implemented on its normal form.
Since then, years and years improvement, manipulation,
development and changes result in new type of HE methods
that have been proposed. Image contrast enhancement
technique is popular method to use in image or video
processing to gain a very dynamic and wider range. The most
common algorithm which can be implemented to gain the
most dynamic range is the Histogram based algorithm.

INTRODUCTION
Histogram equalization applications are commonly
implemented for image processing in medical use, voice
recognition, synthesizing textures and more. Recently, the
implementation of the histogram equalization method to
enhance image has been an interesting topic. A technique that
has been develop where images manipulated from its pixel
intensity to create an image that visually greater, called Image
enhancement [1]. The purpose are to enhance images for
human visually by improving the interpretation of information
contained in it, or also the result can be used as a high quality
input for more image processing use. From many proposed
image enhancement method over years, equalization of
histogram has become the most popular image enhancement
used. The method mostly implemented in image enhancement
process because of its ease of use, a higher performance and
output with almost all kind of image. With the manipulation
the level of gray based on the distribution probability, an
image can be improved. That changes and improve the level
of contrast of the images by manipulating dynamic range from
the histogram, where its stretches and flatten based on the
method [1]. The equalization of histogram (HE) has become
the common used technique in image contrast enhancement
[2]. And also become the most popular process because of its

METHODS
A. Histogram Equalization
The image histogram provides information about the intensity
distribution of the pixels in the image. For example, images
that are too light or too dark have a narrow histogram [24].
Equalization of histogram has been widely applied and
developed, multi-histogram equalization used to improve
image contrast and brightness. A dynamic equalization
histogram can produce an image output with an average image
intensity equal to the average intensity of the input image. Not
only in the picture, histogram equalization method can also be
applied to the video which can also produce a bright image
output. Improved image quality is a process done to get
certain conditions on the image [8]. The process is carried out
using a variety of methods depending on the expected
conditions on the image, such as sharpening certain parts of
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the image, removing noise or
manipulation and gray scale, etc.

interference,

contrast

Noise is the points in the image that are not actually part of
the image, but are mixed in the image for a reason. Noise
arises usually as a result of poorly muted (noise sensors,
photographic gain noise) [27]. The disorder is generally a
variation in the intensity of a pixel that does not correlate with
neighboring pixels. Visually, the disorder is easily seen by the
eye as it looks different from its neighboring pixels. Pixels
with disturbances generally have high frequency [30].
Components of low frequency images generally have a
constant pixel value or change very slowly [14].

Figure 2: (a) Before median screening, (b) after median
screening

The image enhancement process is: image brightness, contrast
stretching, histogram equalization, image smoothing,
sharpening edge, pseudocolouring, , geometric changes[30].
Generally, image quality improvement is done through image
histogram representation through histogram equalization
method [23]. This method works by describing the
distribution of pixels in a histogram by changing the gray
level value of certain pixels regardless of its location in a
picture. The histogram image is a value that allows to be used
as an overview of the intensity of a image [17].

Figure 2 above the difference in image quality before filtering
the median value and after median value screening. After
going through the process of eliminating noise, then the image
can be done histogram process. The results of the median
screening can be seen in Figure 2 (b) where the image appears
to be deficient in noise or disturbance.

In the image repair process, we will use the imhist and histeq
functions, using the same image, where the original image is a
color image that has been converted into a black-and-white
image. Image before comparison histogram and image after
histogram on two images that have the same color image in
figure 1 the following :

Figure 3: (a) Histogram Citra Input, (b) Histogram Citra
Output
In Figure 3 the lena image histogram, pixels representing flax
are on the right side of the histogram, different than the input
histogram in Figure 1 (a). This can be due to several things,
including image quality and large image size.
Certain contrast image sizes are presented in this paper for
quality improvement [19]. Stretch contrast is a method to
create an image that has a brighter part for brighter and darker
parts dark [9]. Image contrast is a distribution of light and
dark pixels. The low-contrast image of grayscale will look too
dark, too bright or too gray. Histogram image with low
contrast, all pixels will be concentrated in left, right or center.
All pixels will be grouped tightly on one side and use a
fraction of all possible pixel values [8].

Figure 1: (a) Histogram Citra Input, (b) Histogram Citra
Output

From Figure 1 explain about that the output image of
histogram distribution is much more evenly than the input
image, with a more evenly distributed histogram will increase
the spread of grayscale value so that the output image will
seem brighter and more visible [5]. Impaired image image
will reduce its quality. Thus, the image with disturbance is
improved by removing noise by using the median filter. The
results of the process in Figure 2 below:

B. Contrast Stretching
A certain contrast image size is presented in this paper for
quality improvement. The contrast image is a loosened field
that has a lower and upper threshold. This is an intensity of
contrasting cintra bases the method of increasing the image at
the distance between pixels in the form of the function I0
(x=y) = f (I(x, y)), and the original image I (x, y), and the
output is I0 (x, y) after the increase contrast, and f is a
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transformation function [9]. Stretch contrast is a method of
making the image that has the light become lighter and the
dark becomes darker [9]. Grayscale images with low contrast
will then look too dark, too bright or too gray. The image
histogram with low contrast, all pixels will be concentrated on
the left, right or center. All pixels will be clustered tightly on a
particular side and use a fraction of all possible pixel values
[8].

C. Method HE-Recursive Mean-Separate HE (RMSHE)
The
RMSHE
method
suggests
recursive
image
decomposition, until the scale value on r produces 2 subimages. Then these two sub-drawings are individually
enhanced using the CHE method. Note that if the value of r =
0 then no sub-image is produced and if the value r = 1 then
this method is the same as CHE and BBHE method. This
implies brightness level of a resulting picture is better
maintained or enhanced because the r value will increase.

RESULTS OF REVIEW PAPER
Number in
Reference

Authors

Method

Conclusion

[1]

Haidi I, NSP Kong

Brightness Preserving
Dynamic Histogram
Equalization (BPDHE)

This paper discusses BPDHE as a continuation of
MPHEBP and DHE. Both MPHEBP and BPDHE can
split the histogram and is almost identical in dynamic
range intervals terms with DHE. The difference is, the
use of a brightness normalization in order to maintain
input intensity by BPDHE. Also, BPDHE advantages is
the absence of parameters that need to be regulated.
From experiments and results have been concluded that
BPDHE can improve images without first knowing the
unwanted artifacts. With this we can conclude that,
BPDHE can be implemented in real system, easy to use
and very effective.

[2]

MA Al-Wadud, MH
Kabir, MAA Dewan,
and O Chae

Dynamic Histogram
Equalization (DHE)

We have proposed a dynamic approach for contrast
enhancement of low contrast images. DHE improves
image without reducing image detail. However, if the
user is not satisfied, he or she can control the upgrade
rate (i.e., the amount of lost details he / she is ready to
accept) by simply adjusting one parameter.

[3]

Q Wang, RK Ward

Weighted Thresholded
Histogram Equalization
(WTHE)

The experimental results show that the proposed WTHE
is able to achieve a visually pleasing enhancement
effect. That
over-enhancement and saturation levels of artifacts are
effectively avoided. Compared to many other global
HEbased enhancement methods, enhanced images using
the WTHE method show enhanced contrast and small
artifacts, while looking natural. Importantly, the control
mechanism in WTHE is convenient and smooth,
especially adjusting the power factor r.

[5]

YEONG TM

Preserving Bi-Histogram
Equalization (PBHE)

[7]

M Kim and MG Chung Recursively Separated and
Weighted Histogram
Equalization (RSWHE)

This paper discusses the development of a contrast
enhancement algorithm called dengahn BBHE. BBHE is
a novel addition of a typical histogram equalization.
BBHE uses more than two subimages obtained by
reducing the input image with reference to the mean
value. The purpose of BBHE is to improve and maintain
the average brightness in the image.
The problem with Histogram Equalization is the
difference between the original and result images
brightness which very visible.
In this journal, there is a new method of histogram
distribution method called RSWHE (Separate and
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Number in
Reference

Authors

Method

Conclusion
Recursive Histogram Equation) to effectively solve the
problem of average shift. The main reason for RSWHE
made was just to enhance image contrast and keep the
image bright.

[9]

H Yeganeh, A Ziaei, A
Rezaie

Bi Histogram Equalization
(BHE)

This journal discuss the new technique that can be used
to enhance contrast of images for better perception. The
method that being suggested is based on the previous
histogram processing before the histogram equalization
implemented. The result has a better method efficiency
than other ordinary methods for contrast enhancement

[12]

JH Han, S Yang, and
BU Lee

Grayscale and RGB
Histogram Equalization
(GRHE)

In this paper discusses comparison of the performance
of histogram color equalization method in gray. Because
images contrast is worse after converting. So this paper
suggests a 3 dimensional method of color that results in
the same distribution on a gray scale histogram. The
performance of Menotti algorithm also discusses on this
paper, on its performance that depends on color
component. With this, we have a conclusion that the
method presented improves the contrast of the lighting
effectively by generating the same pdf on a gray scale.

[13]

D Menotti, L Najman, J Multi-Histogram
Facon, and AA Araújo Equalization (MHE)

MHE is the new test method which can enhance
brightness and contrast for images, and also control that
produces images with a natural look. From the
experimental results obtained the conclusion that
brightness of a picture being processed is better to be
maintained with this method since it is providing output
images with a very good view.

[15]

JY Kim, LS Kim, and
SH Hwang

POSHE is a so-called new contrast enhancement
algorithm is the main topic on this paper. It is more
effective and much closer than local histogram
equalization. POSHE has a very important feature that is
the ow-pass mask-shaped filter gain function density
probability sub-region which has the conclusion that the
image size can vary. The global equity histogram
method is not used because POSHE has an increase in
brightness contrast to very large images and causes a
preventive effect

Partially Overlapped
Sub-block HistogramEqualization (POSHE)

CONCLUSION
A digital image processing software has been successfully
constructed. The software can do image contrast enhancement
with histogram equalization method. The results given by the
method equalizaton histogram can improve image quality, so
that information in the image more clearly visible.
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